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About This Content

This is the full soundtrack to fast-paced tactical sneak-‘em-up Stealth Bastard Deluxe, composed by Ricky Honmong. This
release contains extended versions of all the tracks in the game, plus a few tracks from the original Stealth Bastard prototype

thrown in! All 24 tracks are brought to you in high-quality MP3 format.

Add a little frisson of tactical espionage to your life by listening to this album in everyday locations, such as:

Public transport

Swimming pool

Post office

Old people’s home

Car wash

Haunted house

Jumble sale

… And many more!
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Track List:

Slicker

Cut Throat

Cacitt

Q-Querry

Fulzore

Ether

SE5

G Dope

Clowcarnage

Sickel

Skello

Zeko

The Game

Surefire

Tenzo

Katzzamaa Killer Wacky

Sheston

Wolfen

Sinstar

Ripstar

Chlocks

Party Out

Stemz

Krafter
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Title: Stealth Bastard Deluxe - Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Curve Studios
Publisher:
Curve Studios
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 or better, Vista, Win7

Processor:Dual Core 2.5Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 8.0 compatible

DirectX®:8.0

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English
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Good puzzles. Fun.. I want to love this game, for its quirkiness and unique setting (something reminding me of 1980s / 90s
children's shows, Where the Wild Things Are, and a Spongebob-ish universe...) but beyond Lovely Weather We're Having
providing for a few laughs at its strange settings, funny character designs (the dog that follows you around inparticular, with his
goofy smile...) and some amusing dialog (including a character lamenting / loving being kicked in the face and asking you to do
so again as it's the only thing he has in life, more or less..) the game does little to provide any direction where you are to go,
which fits the game's somewhat nitrous oxide/innocuous feeling atmosphere, but doesn't make for a very engaging game
experience overall.

This game's retail price of 7.99 is very high, once you realize that there isn't anything to the gameplay beyond wandering
through the forests, fields, and neighborhoods and occassionally exchanging a few lines of dialog with one of a handful of
NPCs. In the game's description it mentions the weather in the game reflecting your actual location, which I never saw much
variety in, whether as a result of it being clear days here, having some kind of location service/recognition switched off (??) or
just having not tried to "play" the game enough. All of that aside, as a feature, if that doesn't affect the gameplay beyond only an
aesthetic change, I don't see it adding much value to the title overall, beyond a kind of cool visual 'app'/technology.

If the game at least made an effort to conveying some kind of narrative or sense of progression and wasn't quite so experimental
/ abstract of an experience (and had a lower price point in lieu of that..) then I might recommend it, but as-is, on sale, all-in-all it
amounted to what I expected of it: Some funny / nice / weird settings, without much to do.

. There are at least 2 good reasons to buy this game.. top 10/10 vodki. Update: The AI has been updated, the game is a lot more
intuitive now.

This game is an unforgiving RTS survival game with retro graphics.
You have to make sure all your basic ressources are allways available or the game is over.

Recommended

I want to endorse this game, I really do.

However until the AI of the survivors is updated and they stop starving with tons of chicken already slaughtered in the pen, I
cannot recommend. It's just way to frustrating not to be able to do anything....

I might just be stupid though.. I loved playing this game when I was younger and I still do. Despite some bugs on the PC port, I
recommend it.

If you're having troubles with the jumping portions, turn Vsync on. Yeah, the fps will decrease, but I'd rather be safe than sorry..
This review is late because I was looking everywhere for news on the release of more of Never Again! Simpley put, I enjoyed
this game immensely. From the Music to the fabulous voice overs, the perfectly timed jump scares to the fear of suffocating.
This playthrough had it all for me. I have highly recommended it to my veiwers and look foward to featuring more once it is
released.

Hats off to one of my favourite Horrors this year!. Hi everyone! Its game is cool. Very very cool! Music is cool, gameplay too. I
love Neon Space 2
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it's fun, however it seems unfinished and unbalanced. Needs music,. I love this game. It's so much fun to play with friends. It
could ruin relationships, depending on how competative you get so approach with caution haha. It's hard to really play with
random people though. Most likely because not enough people play it. Still fun nonetheless.. In my opinion its a really
interesting and fun game to play, i enjoy the loot and fighting system. Although i havent finished it yet, it does deserve a thumbs
up for being so fun!. Just purchase the 2nd game.. Its a fun puzzle game, even if it is based off another one of their games. Each
puzzle depicting a scene from RADical ROACH and the OST being mostly the same as well. The pictures can be a bit tricky
due to the darkish and post-apocalyptic imagery, but on average this is a must-buy for a pixel-puzzles fan.
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